ABSTRACT Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been applied successfully in many fields. However, EAs cannot find an optimal solution on many occasions because the balance between exploration and exploitation is lost in runs. So far, tricking the balance is an important research topic in the field of evolutionary computation. Elitism strategy is a typical scheme applied in selection for the above purpose and can be widely used in different EAs. In this paper, we propose elitism and distance strategy based on the elitism strategy. According to our strategy, elites are still kept in selection for reducing genetic drift. Meanwhile, the individual among candidates for selection having the longest distance to each elite is also kept for maintaining diversity. We carry out experiments based on not only a genetic algorithm for the traveling salesman problem but also two differential evolution algorithms, DE/rand/2/bin and CoBiDE. Experimental results show that adding our strategy in all generations can significantly improve solutions of the genetic algorithm for the traveling salesman problem. Moreover, calling our strategy at a low probability can significantly improve solutions of DE/rand/2/bin, while calling the strategy based on our proposed adaptive scheme can statistically improve solutions of CoBiDE, a state-of-the-art differential evolution algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) include genetic algorithm, genetic programming, evolutionary programming, evolution strategy, differential evolution, etc. Such optimization techniques have distinct advantages as below [1] .
• Concept simplicity • Broad applicability • Potential to use knowledge and hybridize with other methods
• Prone to parallelism • Robust to dynamic changes • Capability for self-optimization • Able to solve problems that have no known solutions EAs are based on populations consisting of µ-encoded tentative solutions, individuals. In each generation, individuals are manipulated competitively by some variation operators, mutation, crossover, selection, etc. In detail, new individuals, offspring, are produced by mutation and crossover based on parents, the individuals of the current generation. In selection, parents and offspring are all candidates of the next generation. After generations of evolution, satisfactory solutions may be obtained.
In fact, evolutionary algorithms needs to address the exploration and exploitation of a search space in runs. Exploration is the process of visiting entirely new regions of a search space, whilst exploitation is the process of visiting entirely new regions of a search space within the neighborhood of previously visited points [2] . On many occasions, an optimal solution cannot be found by an EA because the balance between exploration and exploitation is lost in runs. In short, tricking the balance in evolutionary algorithms is important.
Compared to crossover or mutation, selection is not closely related to chromosome representation. Thus, it is possible that a scheme applied in selection can be widely used in different EAs. Elitism strategy is a typical example.
Elitism strategy provides a means for reducing genetic drift by ensuring that the most fitting individuals among candidates for selection, elites, are allowed to copy their traits to the next generation [3] . In evolution, such a strategy can add selective pressure and improve convergence speed [4] . Thus, it is usually employed for exploitation [5] . Elitism strategy has been used widely in different EAs. In most differential evolution (DE) algorithms, elitism strategy is employed by default. Also, recent applications of elitism strategy can be found in [6] - [10] .
Now that elitism strategy has been widely used in EAs, an improved strategy based on it taking exploration into consideration may be a better method for maintaining the balance between exploration and exploitation. Based on the above motivation, we propose elitism and distance strategy. According to our strategy, elites are still kept for reducing genetic drift. Meanwhile, candidates for selection having the longest distance to each elite is also kept for maintaining diversity.
Three EAs are involved in our experiments. The first EA is a genetic algorithm (GA) for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) showing severe lack of diversity in runs. In this situation, our strategy is called in every generations for maintaining diversity. The second one is a basic Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm, DE/rand/2/bin. Its runs for different functions show different diversity changing trend. In this situation, our strategy is called at a probability for fine tuning the ratio of exploration and exploitation. More importantly, the third EA is a state-of-the-art DE algorithm, CoBiDE [11] . According to a phenomenon reflected by the diversity changing trend and the fitness changing trend in runs, we propose an adaptive scheme for calling our strategy. The results of our experiments show that the proposed strategy can help to improve solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces existing approaches for the balance between exploration and exploitation used in selection as related work. Section III gives our proposed elitism and distance strategy. Section IV goes our experiment. Finally, a conclusion and a prospect are dealt with in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
So far, some approaches for the balance between exploration and exploitation in evolutionary computation have been proposed in literature. Among them, the approaches embedded in selection can be classified into simple approaches and complex ones. Simple approaches are mainly based on fitness, while complex ones consider distance or something else besides fitness. Details are given below.
• Simple approaches As above mentioned, elitism strategy is a widely used method. In rank selection, the selected probability of candidates are given based on their rank of fitness [12] . In some EAs, such as the series of DE [13] , each offspring only competes with one of its parents.
Matsui [14] proposed correlative family-based selection. Here, among two parents and their two offspring, the most befitting individual and the individual having the maximum Hamming distance to the former are selected. Hutter and Legg [15] proposed that candidates are divided into several classes according to fitness, and each class has an equal opportunity of survival.
Chen et al. [16] proposed a selection scheme which deliberately selects candidates with relatively low fitness. Inspired by simulated annealing, Mori et al. [17] proposed thermodynamic genetic algorithm (TDGA) borrowing the concepts of temperature and entropy.
• Complex Approaches Shimodaira [18] proposed diversity control genetic algorithm (DCGA). In this algorithm, higher survival probability is given to candidates with a greater distance to the most befitting individual. Bersano-Begey [19] proposed an evaluation function, which keeps track of how many individuals have solved a particular fitness case, to detect when population has locked in on a partial solution. Chaiyaratana et al. [20] modified the DCGA. Then, the survival probability of candidates depends on similarity at the phenotype level.
Wong et al. [21] repelled population from the most befitting candidate. Two diversity maintenance algorithms, repelling and lazy repelling, were proposed. In the repelling algorithm, the fitness value is added diversity factor to encourage candidates with rare alleles. The lazy repelling algorithm reduces the computational cost of repelling by decreasing the frequency of considering diversity in evaluations. McGinley et al. [22] introduced healthy population diversity as feedback to adaptively control selective pressure through tournament size. Adra and Fleming [23] employed a diversity indicator I s to activate a diversity mechanism. If I s < 1, the binary tournament selection with random tie breaking is inactive. Nagata and Kobayashi [24] developed selection rules based on the selection model of the TDGA. These selection rules require a negligible computational cost and need not adjust parameters.
Weise et al. [25] introduced frequency fitness for rating how often individuals appear in population. In detail, a frequency fitness assignment process as an addition to the fitness function minimized the reappearance of individuals. Segura et al. [26] proposed a replacement strategy for selection based on the idea of transforming a single-objective problem into a multi-objective one.
In detail, the distance from the current candidate to the closest surviving individual is considered as an explicit objective. Cuevas et al. [27] proposed selection based on the Golden Section (GS), one of the most famous patterns present in nature. In this approach, population is segmented into several groups. Each group involves a certain number of individuals and a probability to be selected, which are determined according to the GS proportion.
III. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME
Elitism strategy in selection always keeps the most befitting candidates and is helpful for exploitation. In practice, a small value, such as one, is often set as the degree of elitism strategy, number of elites. One of the most significant advantages of elitism strategy is that it can be widely used. However, although elitism strategy can always significantly improve convergence speed, it cannot always be benefit for the balance between exploration and exploitation because it one-sidedly emphasizes exploitation. Therefore, a measure for enhancing exploration may be required to cooperate with elitism strategy. Diversity shows the difference among individuals. If diversity is excessively low, crossover can hardly produce offspring different with parents. Then, little possibility to obtain better offspring than parents is left. In many occasions, it is necessary that diversity is maintained beyond a level. Now that elites are always kept in population under the control of elitism strategy, keeping individuals far from elites at the same time is a feasible way to maintaining diversity without making excess degeneracy.
Based on the above discussion, we propose elitism and distance strategy. Selection procedure with this strategy is given in the Algorithm 1. On one hand, our scheme keeps 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Three EAs, the GA for the TSP, DE/rand/2/bin and CoBiDE are involved in our experiments. We observe the diversity changing trend during runs of the former two EAs. Further, we observe not only the diversity changing trend but also the fitness changing trend of CoBiDE. Based on our analysis on observations, we chose to call our elitism and distance strategy for the algorithms in different manners.
A. THE INVOLVED EAS
The flow of the GA for the TSP is given in Algorithm 2.
Five datasets from TSPLIB [28] which are difficult for this 
Product a copy of I i , x, and randomly select a city, c, in the chromosome of x 5: repeat 6: if RAND_float(0, 1) < p then 7: Randomly select a city other than c, c , in the chromosome of x 8: else 9: r = RAND_int(1, NP) 10: In the chromosome of I r , let the city next to c be c 11: end if 12: if c and c are adjacent in the chromosome of x then 13: Break the loop 14: end if 15: Inverse the segment of the chromosome of x from the city next to c to c and obtain an offspring of
c=c 17: until No city in the chromosome of x has never been considered as c 18: end for 19: Execute tournament selection from all parents and all offspring 20 : end for algorithm to obtain an optimal solution, rat195, krob200, pr226, a280 and pr439, are used in our experiment on the TSP GA. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. The average diversity during runs of the TSP GA. The green polyline denotes the average diversity without any strategies. The red polyline denotes the average diversity with elitism strategy. The blue polyline denotes the average diversity with our strategy. a: rat195. b: krob200. c: pr226. d: a280 e: pr439.
DE/rand/2/bin belongs to one of standard DE algorithms and can be easily found in literature. For example, [29] introduced this DE algorithm. Hence, the pseudo code of this algorithm is omitted here. Also, the pseudo code of CoBiDE can be found in [11] and is omitted here. The 25 benchmark functions developed for the 2005 Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC) special session [30] are used in the experiments on these two DE algorithms.
B. EXPERIMENT ON THE GA FOR THE TSP
In this experiment, four versions of the TSP GA are executed by us. Except the original TSP GA without either elitism strategy or our strategy, the algorithm with elitism strategy and the algorithm with our strategy, we execute the TSP GA with another strategy named elite and scum strategy in which elites and the worst individuals in fitness are kept for the next generation as a reference object for our proposed strategy. Beside elites, the individuals who have the largest difference on fitness with each elite are remained according to the elite and scum strategy, while the individuals who have the largest difference on distance with each elite are kept according to our proposed strategy. In other words, our strategy focus on genotype difference between individuals, while its reference object focus on phenotype difference. Elite and scum strategy need a parameter D s to given the number of inferior individuals. Similarly, if D s = 1, the extra time complexity is minimized.
Each version of algorithm is executed 30 times for the five datasets, respectively. D e = 1 for all the strategies, while TABLE 1 where NP denotes population size, Max_GEN is the maximum generations and p is the parameter mentioned in Algorithm 2. FIGURE 1 gives the diversity change trend during runs of three versions of the algorithm, the version without any strategies, the version with elitism strategy and the version with our proposed strategy. Nevertheless, the diversity change trend of the version with elite and scum strategy is not given. Reasons are given as follow. Firstly, according to TABLE 2, elite and scum strategy cannot significantly improve solutions based on elitism strategy. Moreover, this strategy is not a pointed measure for keeping diversity and just a reference object of our proposed strategy. In each subfigure of FIGURE 1, the average diversity in the 30 runs for a dataset of the three versions of the algorithm is plotted at intervals of 500 generations.
It can be viewed from FIGURE 1 that, in runs of the original version, the diversity changing trend show a similarity for different datasets. In detail, diversity goes down with sharp fluctuations in whole runs. At the bottom of some later fluctuations, diversity value goes to zero. Although elitism scheme is used, diversity still goes down with sharp fluctuations for the all datasets. However, when our scheme is employed, diversity is maintained much higher during runs.
In TABLE 2, the results are listed. In terms of the t-test with 95% confidence, significant difference exists in some cases of comparison. Details are given as below. In all cases, the results without any strategies are significantly worse than the results with elitism strategy. Moreover, the results with our strategy are statistical better than the results with elitism strategy in all cases. Although the results with the elite and scum strategy are significantly better than the results without any strategies, they are statistically worse than the results with our strategy in all cases. Meanwhile, the results with the elite and scum strategy show no significant difference with the results with elitism strategy.
The similarity in diversity changing trend in runs of the original GA for different datasets reflects that the trend is mainly decided by the combination of operators, parameter settings, etc. In short, the improper combination of operators, parameter settings, etc leads to the severe imbalance between exploration and exploitation which appears as lack of diversity. Our strategy changes the combination to some extent. Such a change is beneficial to achieve the balance between exploration and exploitation.
A summary of this experiment can be given as below. Without any schemes, diversity always tends to be lack in runs of this TSP GA and even goes to zero from time to time. Elitism strategy hardly does good to maintain diversity. So does elite and scum strategy. However, our proposed strategy is conducive to the balance between exploration and exploitation with the phenomenon that diversity is maintained. As a result, our strategy leads to further improvement on solutions based on elitism strategy.
C. EXPERIMENT ON DE/RAND/2/BIN
Firstly, we run DE/rand/2/bin to observe the diversity changing trend during runs. DE/rand/2/bin settings are listed in TABLE 3. FIGURE 2 give the diversity change trend during runs in DE/rand/2/bin. For each function, the average diversity in the 30 runs is plotted at intervals of 1000 generations in each subfigure of FIGURE 2.
According to FIGURE 2, the diversity changing trend during runs of the DE/rand/2/bin shows quite distinct for different functions. In detail, the trend for F1, F7, F9, F15, F21 and F23-F25 shows constantly decrease in the early stage of runs and becomes a flat line in the late stage. Moreover, the trend for F2-F5 and F18-F20 shows constantly decrease during the whole course. In addition, the trend for F6, F8, F10-F14, F16-F17 and F22 shows decrease period and flat line alternately. In short, for different functions, the diversity changing trend during runs of the DE/rand/2/bin shows different features which can be divided into at least three types roughly. These differences in the trend demonstrate that the combination of operators, parameter settings, etc cannot be the main cause of the trend. Instead, the fitness landscapes of each function becomes the more important cause. Now that the DE/rand/2/bin's combination of operators, parameter settings, etc does not lead to a significant imbalance between exploration and exploitation, the selection manner of this algorithm need not change too much. Hence, we plan to call our elitism and distance strategy at a small rate for giving an unpredicted surviving chance to some individuals far from elites in selection as an attempt to improve solutions.
Since elitism strategy has been used in selection of DE/rand/2/bin by default, just three versions of this algorithm, with elitism strategy, with elite and scum strategy and with our strategy, are compared in this experiment. In fact, the version with elitism strategy is the original version. The different versions of the algorithm are executed 30 times for the 25 benchmark functions, respectively. For all the strategies, D e = 1. In addition, D d = 1 for our strategy, while D s = 1 for elite and scum strategy. We just set only one value, 0.0017, for both the probability of applying elite and scum strategy and that of applying our strategy.
In TABLE 4 , results are listed. For each function, the result of the algorithm with elite and scum strategy and the result of the algorithm with our strategy is given in italics if significantly different in terms of the Wilcoxon's rank sum test at a 0.05 significance level exists when compared with the result of the original version of the DE/rand/2/bin.
According to TABLE 4, there is only one case existing significant difference in the comparison between the original version and the version with elite and scum strategy. In detail, for F25, the results of the latter version are significant worse than the results of the former version. In the comparison between the original version and the version with our strategy, it can be seen that significant difference exists for eight functions, F3, F5-F6, F8, F10, F12-F13 and F18. In detail, for F3, F5-F6, F8, F10 and F12, the version with our strategy statistically wins. Meanwhile, in the case for F13, our version significantly loses.
A summary of this experiment goes follow. Although the combination of operators, parameter settings, etc is befitting, the different fitness landscapes of difficult tasks make different phenomena of the imbalance between exploration and exploitation. Consequently, in many cases, solutions of DE/rand/2/bin require be improved. Calling our strategy at a low probability is a useful method to improve solutions by fine tuning the exploration and exploitation ratio, while calling elite and scum strategy leads no significant improvement. In this experiment, we just set one value 0.0017 for the probability and significantly improve solutions of eight VOLUME 6, 2018 
D. EXPERIMENT ON COBIDE
Firstly, we run CoBiDE to observe the diversity change trend during its runs. CoBiDE settings from [11] are listed in TABLE 5. We set Max_GEN larger than [11] but less than our experiment on DE/rand/2/bin. Reasons are as below. On one hand, enough generations are required for observing the diversity changing trend. On the other hand, runs for some functions have obtained an optimal in generations much less than Max_GEN set in our experiment on DE/rand/2/bin. Enhancing CoBiDE is more difficult than improving the TSP GA and DE/rand/2/bin since CoBiDE is a state-of-theart algorithm. Features in runs should be deeply investigated. In our plan, beside the diversity changing trend, the fitness changing trend requires be considered. In detail, we study not only the average diversity but also the average of the current best value in the 30 runs of original CoBiDE at intervals of 500 generations and include that runs of 10 functions have some common features. For the 10 functions, we plot both series of average values at intervals in FIGURE 3 to show the features. Each subfigure of this figure is for a function.
It can be seen from FIGURE 3 that, for F10-F14, F16-F19 and F22, improvement in fitness ceases after diversity goes lower than a value. Thus, we plan to call our strategy to improve diversity if the decrease of diversity is rapid. To improve diversity rapidly, the degree of our strategy D d is set NP − 1. Details are given in Algorithm 3. Here, NP is Algorithm 3 The Adaptive Scheme for Calling our Strategy in CoBiDE Input:
i: the interval of generations; e: the number of power; n = 1 Execute other steps for initialization for g = 0 : MAX _GEN do Execute steps other than selection in each generation
Apply our strategy with NP−1 in the degree of elites in this generation end if end for population size, and g denotes the number of generations. d x represents diversity in the generation at the xth interval, and d 0 is the genotype diversity in the initial generation. According to Algorithm 3, the higher the decreasing ratio of genotype diversity during an interval, the higher the possibility of calling secondary selection in generations during the next interval. In this way, our strategy with the large degree is called frequently when diversity has reduced sharply.
We run CoBiDE with the proposed adaptive scheme 30 time for the 10 above-mentioned functions, respectively. In TABLE 6, the results of original CoBiDE and the results with our strategy are both listed. It can be seen that, for the 10 functions, our strategy under the control of the adaptive scheme improves solutions of these 10 functions.
A summary of this experiment goes follow. Although CoBiDE is a state-of-the-art DE algorithm, for certain functions, its solutions still need be improved. We find that, in runs of original CoBiDE for some functions, fitness cannot make a progress as soon as diversity is lower than a value. The above phenomenon reflect the imbalance between exploration and exploitation. Based on such an observation, we propose a scheme to call our strategy adaptively. Then, solutions of the 10 functions go significantly better since the exploration and exploitation balance is improved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed elitism and distance strategy used in selection of EAs based on the widely used strategy, elitism strategy. In our strategy, beside the best individuals, individuals with longer distance to each of the best individuals are remained to the next generation. When an EA is serious lack of diversity in runs, our strategy is required to be called in every generations for the balance between exploration and exploitation. If runs of an EA for different tasks show different diversity changing trends, calling our strategy with a probability is beneficial for the balance. Then, solutions are improved. More importantly, for runs of a state-of-the-art EA for especially tasks, an adaptive scheme needs be designed after studying diversity changing trends to call our strategy for obtaining better solutions. In short, diversity changing trend in runs should be observed before calling this strategy accurately. Sometimes, adaptive schemes based on diversity need be proposed for calling this strategy.
Related researches are remained to be done. Firstly, elitism and distance strategy can be further studied for improving efficiency. More importantly, adaptive schemes for calling our strategy in more situations should be proposed. We will focus on these two aspects in the future. 
